Three-dimensional reconstruction of bacteriophage phi 29 neck particles at 2 X 2 nm resolution.
The three-dimensional structure of the head-to-tail connecting region of bacteriophage phi 29 has been studied by analysing two-dimensional, hexagonal ordered aggregates of negatively stained viral necks to a resolution of 2 X 2 nm. These necks are composed of two proteins, p10 and p11; p10 being the connector protein. A 12-folded and a 6-folded axially symmetric domain are present in the specimen. The 12-folded domain is the larger part of the structure; it consists of 12 subunits associated in pairs. These subunits appear to be more closely paired towards the centre, where only six subunits are resolved forming the 6-folded domain. The pairs of subunits present an important twist between the 12-folded and the 6-folded areas. A conical hole is formed at the centre of the structure. This hole is more open at the 12-folded domain than at the level of the possible zone of interaction between p10 and p11, where it is almost closed. Protein p11 is very poorly represented in the reconstruction, probably due to lack of staining. The structure described for the phi 29 neck has many of the attributes expected for an active device involved in bacteriophage DNA encapsidation.